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Inspired by the lively personality of Honey Boo Boo  
(Alana Thompson), the Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ design 

program is loud and playful with a touch of whimsy. This 
guide provides art for making products that are bold, sassy 

and full of attitude. Use these designs to create colorful,  
fun products for consumers of all ages.

This style guide will help you to learn and articulate the 
visual language that represents the Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ 
brand as it translates to packaging and products. Please adhere 

to these established guidelines in order to present a clear  
and consistent brand image at retail. 



Packaging Overview
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Packaging Formats

Hang Tag

Window Box

Closed Box

©20XX Discovery Communications, LLC. 
TLC, Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and 
related logos are trademarks of Discovery 
Communications, LLC, used under license. 
All rights reserved. 
tlc.com/honeybooboo 

Your Logo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars 

Alana Thompson, a sweet and sassy girl 

with an outrageous personality and a love 

of sparkles and adventure. She and her 

over-the-top family have taken the world 

by storm with their hilarious hijinks and 

honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true 

to themselves, they’ll inspire you to be 

loud and proud of who you are!

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo
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HBB_PACKAGE_FRONT

Shown here are the elements that should appear on 
front and side panels of Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ 
packaging. Follow these guidelines to create window 
boxes that accurately represent the Here Comes Honey 
Boo Boo brand. 

1. Honey Boo Boo Logo
This appears in the upper right of the front panel, the 
upper middle of the side panels and the middle of the top 
panel. The logo on the side panels should be 2/3 the size 
of the logo on the front. (See page 9)  

2. Pattern
This hand drawn pattern appears as a supporting 
element on the front of the package. (See page 9)

3. Photography
The sassy standing pose of Alana should be used on the 
side panels. One of the three images of her face should 
be used on the front panel. (See page 11)

4. QR Code
A QR Code and corresponding type should appear  
on each side panel. 

5. Violators
These star call outs contain marketing copy to highlight 
specific product features. (See page 10)

6. Gradient 
There is a gradient in the yellow lower portion of the front 
panel, whereas top and bottom panels are solid yellow. 

7. Product Identifier
This type block should be as large as the area allows. 
(See page 10) 

8. White Stars
A few white stars can be placed on the front, and side 
panels around the photography or call outs.  

9. Show Description
This paragraph should appear on the side panels. (See page 8)

Note:
One of the side panels featuring show information can be 
replaced with product information when needed.

Window Box Overview

Product Name
DESCRIPTIVE TYPE 

• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
• Consectetur adipisicing eli sed do
• Ut enim ad minim veniam quis

CALL OUT
TEXT HERE

TEXT HERE

TEXT
HERE

Ages 3+

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars Alana Thompson, 

a sweet and sassy girl with an outrageous personality and a 

love of sparkles and adventure. She and her over-the-top 

family have taken the world by storm with their hilarious hijinks 

and honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true to themselves, 

they’ll inspire you to be loud and proud of who you are!

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars Alana Thompson, 

a sweet and sassy girl with an outrageous personality and a 

love of sparkles and adventure. She and her over-the-top 

family have taken the world by storm with their hilarious hijinks 

and honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true to themselves, 

they’ll inspire you to be loud and proud of who you are!
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Product Name
DESCRIPTIVE TYPE 

• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
• Consectetur adipisicing eli sed do
• Ut enim ad minim veniam quis

CALL OUT
TEXT HERE

TEXT HERE

TEXT
HERE

Ages 3+

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars Alana Thompson, 

a sweet and sassy girl with an outrageous personality and 

a love of sparkles and adventure. She and her over-the-top 

family have taken the world by storm with their hilarious hijinks 

and honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true to themselves, 

they’ll inspire you to be loud and proud of who you are!

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars Alana Thompson, 

a sweet and sassy girl with an outrageous personality and 

a love of sparkles and adventure. She and her over-the-top 

family have taken the world by storm with their hilarious hijinks 

and honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true to themselves, 

they’ll inspire you to be loud and proud of who you are!

PRODUCT PHOTO
HERE

Closed Box Overview

Follow the guidelines from the previous page in addition 

to the ones specified here to create closed boxes that 

accurately represent the Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ brand.

1. Product Photo

The product photo can be treated in two ways. The 

product photo can fill the entire frame, or it can appear 

isolated on one of three colored backgrounds – light 

pink, light turquoise or light yellow. These colored 

backgrounds have a subtle radial gradient that graduates 

from a lighter to darker color value, emanating from the 

center of the frame. 

Light Pink graduates from (0c 7m 2y 0k) at the center to 

(0c 30m 7y 0k) at the frame edge.

Light Turquoise graduates from (8c 0m 6y 0k) at the 

center to (33c 0m 24y 0k) at the frame edge.

Light Yellow graduates from (0c 1m 8y 0k) at the center 

to (0c 8m 50y 0k) at the frame edge.

Choose the background color that will best highlight  

the product. 

1

HBB_CLOSEDBOX_FRONT
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Shown here are the elements that should appear on the 

back panel of Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ packaging. 

Follow these guidelines to create boxes that accurately 

represent the Here Comes Honey Boo Boo brand.

1. Photography

The sassy standing pose of Alana should be used  

on the left side of the back panel. (See page 11)

2. Violators

These star call outs contain marketing copy to highlight 

specific product features. (See page 10)

3. Product Photo

The product photo should be isolated with a subtle 

white glow to create a cohesive visual appearance on 

the packaging. To achieve this effect, apply a white 

Outer Glow to the masked object. Opacity should be 

set at 50% and the size of the effect should be changed 

according to the product. As a rule, the glow should not 

come off the product image more than roughly half an inch.   

4. Pattern

This hand drawn pattern appears as a supporting 

element on the back of the package. (See page 9)

5. Honey Boo Boo Logo

This appears in the upper right corner of the back panel. 

(See page 9)  

6. White Stars

A few white stars can be placed around the photography  

and call outs.  

7. Legal Information

The Discovery legal notice must appear on every Honey 

Boo Boo package along with any other legal requirements 

necessary to your product. (See page 12)

Window & Closed Box Back Panel

PRODUCT PHOTO
HERE

• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
• Consectetur adipisicing eli sed do
• Ut enim ad minim veniam quis

• Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
• Consectetur adipisicing eli sed do
• Ut enim ad minim veniam quis

TEXT
HERE

TEXT
HERE

©20XX Discovery Communications, LLC. TLC, Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and related logos 
are trademarks of Discovery Communications, LLC, used under license. All rights reserved. 
tlc.com/honeybooboo 

Your
Logo

PRODUCT:
WARRANTY:

AGE GRADE:
CONTENTS:

Name of Product.
X-year limited waranty.
Details inside.
Valid only in the U.S.A.
For ages over X years.
All contents listed here.

Company Inc.
123 Street, Suite #456
City, State, Country
Customer Service: 1-888-XXX-XXXX
Fax: 1-888-XXX-XXXX
www.company.com

1 2 3 4 5

67
HBB_PACKAGE_BACK
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Shown here are the elements that should appear on the 

front and back panels of a Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ 

hang tag. Follow these guidelines to create hang tags 

that accurately represent the Here Comes Honey Boo 

Boo brand.

The Front of the hang tag features the Here Comes 

Honey Boo Boo™ logo and the sassy standing pose  

of Alana. 

The Back of the hang tag features the show description, 

a QR code, licensee information, and the Discovery  

legal notice. 

  

Hang Tag

©20XX Discovery Communications, LLC. 
TLC, Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and 
related logos are trademarks of Discovery 
Communications, LLC, used under license. 
All rights reserved. 
tlc.com/honeybooboo 

Your Logo

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo on TLC stars 

Alana Thompson, a sweet and sassy girl 

with an outrageous personality and a love 

of sparkles and adventure. She and her 

over-the-top family have taken the world 

by storm with their hilarious hijinks and 

honest attitude. Wacky, loveable, and true 

to themselves, they’ll inspire you to be 

loud and proud of who you are!

Can't get enough 

Honey Boo Boo? 

Scan this code or visit 

tlc.com/honeybooboo

HBB_HANGTAG
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Packaging Logo

The Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ logo is always used  

with the TLC™ logo as a lockup on packaging and 

marketing materials only.

Packaging Color Palette

The Honey Boo Boo packaging color palette  

is comprised of six colors:

 

Yellow - PMS 116  (3c 16m 100y 0k)

Pink - PMS 233  (13c 100m 0y 0k)

Turquoise - PMS 3265  (75c 0m 34y 0k)

Light Pink - PMS 671  (0c 30m 7y 0k)

Light Turquoise - PMS 572  (33c 0m 24y 0k)

Light Yellow - PMS 1205  (0c 8m 50y 0k)

Pattern

Capturing youthful energy and a playful spirit, this hand 

drawn pattern adds depth to the box as a supporting 

element on the front and back panels of the Here Comes 

Honey Boo Boo packaging. This pattern should not be 

modified. This is a placement pattern and HBB_PATTERN 

file should be used. Pattern can be scaled depending on 

the size of the package and should cover roughly the top 

1/3 of the package. The pattern should bleed off the top 

edge of the package. The pattern graduates from white 

at 13% opacity fading to completely transparent.

Packaging Graphic Elements

HBB_PACKAGING_LOGO

HBB_PATTERN

PMS 116

3c 16m 100y 0k

PMS 3265

75c 0m 34y 0k

PMS 572

33c 0m 24y 0k

PMS 233

13c 100m 0y 0k

PMS 671

0c 30m 7y 0k

PMS 1205

0c 8m 50y 0k
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Fonts

The Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ packaging uses  

four typefaces:

 

• Gotham Bold - For body copy and product identifiers

• HVD Comic Serif Pro - For product identifiers and key  

   words in call outs 

• Wacky Action BTN - For call outs

• Helvetica Neue 67 Medium Condensed - For legal info

Licenses for all fonts are available for purchase at 

www.myfonts.com.

Product Identifier

The product identifier informs the consumer about the 

product. Descriptive type is set in Gotham Bold, white, 

all capital letters. The product name is set in HVD Comic 

Serif Pro, pink, title case. Type should be left justified. 

To achieve proper size and scale, start by using asset 

HBB_PRODUCTIDENTIFIER and set the type, then  

group and scale the whole block proportionately to fit 

your layout.

Violators

Call outs help put the focus on the unique features of a 

product. Use pink, yellow or light pink (see color palette 

on page 9) for call out stars and type. Each call out star 

should have a white 11pt outline. Type should be set in 

Wacky Action BTN with HVD Comic Serif Pro for key 

words. Adjust size as necessary for the layout.

Be sure to include the age grade if appropriate for your 

product. Place age grade in the upper left corner of the front 

panel. The age should be set in white HVD Comic Serif Pro.

A few small solid white stars can be placed around the 

photography and call outs where needed.  

Packaging Graphic Elements

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Gotham Bold

HVD Comic Serif Pro 

Wacky Action BTN

Helvetica Neue 67 Medium Condensed

HBB_PRODUCTIDENTIFIER

HBB_CALLOUTS_AGEGRADE

Product Name
DESCRIPTIVE TYPE 

Alarm Clock
SASSY TALKING 

CALL OUT
TEXT HERE

TEXT HERE

TEXT
HERE

Ages 3+

Age Grade

Example
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Photography for packaging highlights Alana’s unique 

personality, poses and facial expressions. Her sassy 

standing pose is featured on the hang tag as well as the 

side and back panels of a box. 

Any of the three close up images of Alana’s face may 

be used on the front of the box, in the lower left corner, 

as the intention is to capture assorted facial expressions 

across the product line for added impact and attitude  

on shelf.

Photography

HBB__PHOTO_05

HBB_PHOTO_02

HBB_PHOTO_03

HBB_PHOTO_04
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HBB_LEGAL

All packaging and marketing must contain a Discovery 

legal notice. Use the standard length legal notice on all 

packaging (back of box) and printed marketing materials 

including catalogs, signage, and brochures:

©20XX Discovery Communications, LLC. TLC, Here 

Comes Honey Boo Boo and related logos are trademarks 

of Discovery Communications, LLC, used under license. 

All rights reserved. tlc.com/honeybooboo

If space does not permit the use of the standard length 

legal notice, the medium legal notice may be used:

©20XX & TM Discovery Communications, LLC. All rights 

reserved.

The legal notice should be discreet but legible, and must 

not appear smaller than 6pt type. Be sure to update the 

year to your production year. 

NOTE: Discovery ONLY clears and grants rights 

to Licensee to use the Licensed Property on the 

Licensed Articles as specified in the license agreement. 

Licensee shall be solely responsible for clearing and/

or obtaining rights for use of all elements displayed on, 

or in connection with, the Licensed Articles that are 

not elements of the Licensed Property even if they are 

included in the Style Guide or supplied assets.

Legal

©20XX Discovery Communications, LLC. TLC, Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and related logos 
are trademarks of Discovery Communications, LLC, used under license. All rights reserved. 
tlc.com/honeybooboo 

Your
Logo

PRODUCT:
WARRANTY:

AGE GRADE:
CONTENTS:

Name of Product.
X-year limited waranty.
Details inside.
Valid only in the U.S.A.
For ages over X years.
All contents listed here.

Company Inc.
123 Street, Suite #456
City, State, Country
Customer Service: 1-888-XXX-XXXX
Fax: 1-888-XXX-XXXX
www.company.com

Licensee Logo Licensee Contact & Info Module UPC Area

Discovery Legal



Product Overview
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Brand Attributes 

Here Comes Honey Boo Boo products should be:

• Bright

• Colorful

• Whimsical

• Trend-driven

• Fun

• Humorous (tongue-in-cheek, respectful)

• Celebratory 

• Loud

• Contemporary

• Mostly pink & yellow

When designing product for Here Comes Honey Boo 

Boo, consider:

• Adding embellishments such as sparkles, sequins, foil  

   printing or other special techniques

• Shiny materials

• Surprise elements, like sound features with key phrases   

Graphic Style

The product graphics in this guide fall into three  

distinct styles:  

Sassified 

Sassified comprises the bulk of the program, feature 

chubby hearts and stars, thick white outlines and playful, 

bold typography that echoes the essence of the Here 

Comes Honey Boo Boo logo. 

Wild Child

Wild Child is inspired by the whimsical nature of a child’s 

handwriting, exuding playful charm. 

Princess 

Princess draws from Alana’s pageant background to 

deliver graphics full of swirls, sparkles and attitude.      

Legal

All products must contain a Discovery legal notice. 

Please use the medium legal notice on products when  

it can fit:

©20XX & TM Discovery Communications, LLC. All rights 

reserved.

For all other products, please use the short legal line:

©20XX DCL

The legal notice should be discreet but legible, and must 

not appear smaller than 6pt type. Be sure to update the 

year to your production year. 

NOTE: Discovery ONLY clears and grants rights 

to Licensee to use the Licensed Property on the 

Licensed Articles as specified in the license agreement. 

Licensee shall be solely responsible for clearing and/

or obtaining rights for use of all elements displayed on, 

or in connection with, the Licensed Articles that are 

not elements of the Licensed Property even if they are 

included in the Style Guide or supplied assets.

Product Direction
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Primary

The primary Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ logo to use 

on product contains pink and yellow type with a white 

outline. There is a stacked version and a one line version.  

Secondary

In cases where there are production limitations, several 

2-color and 1-color logo versions are available for use. 

For 1-color options, the tonal version is preferred. Please 

use the logo that is most appropriate for your product. 

HBB_PL_PRIMARY_01

HBB_PL_2COLOR_01

HBB_PL_2COLOR_01 HBB_PL_2COLOR_05

HBB_PL_2COLOR_03

HBB_PL_2COLOR_03

HBB_PL_2COLOR_09

HBB_PL_2COLOR_07

HBB_PL_2COLOR_04

HBB_PL_2COLOR_04

HBB_PL_2COLOR_10

HBB_PL_2COLOR_08

HBB_PL_2COLOR_05 HBB_PL_2COLOR_06

HBB_PL_2COLOR_02

HBB_PL_2COLOR_02 HBB_PL_2COLOR_06

HBB_PL_PRIMARY_02

Product Logos

Primary Logos

2-Color Versions

1-Color Versions
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The Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ product color palette 

is sweet and cheerful. It is comprised of two main colors 

and six support colors which can be used as accents.  

Product Color Palette

PMS 116

3c 16m 100y 0k

PMS 3265

75c 0m 34y 0k

PMS 1205

0c 8m 50y 0k

PMS 242

47c 100m 34y 15k

PMS 2415

38c 100m 28y 6k

PMS 572

33c 0m 24y 0k

PMS 233

13c 100m 0y 0k

PMS 671

0c 30m 7y 0k

Secondary Palette

Primary Palette
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There are many editorial phrases that may be used on 

product designs. The tone of these phrases captures  

the personality of the show – sassy, funny, and genuine. 

If using one of the quotes from below with a photo,  

be sure that the photo is of the person who said it.

NOTE: Discovery ONLY clears and grants rights 

to Licensee to use the Licensed Property on the 

Licensed Articles as specified in the license agreement. 

Licensee shall be solely responsible for clearing and/

or obtaining rights for use of all elements displayed on, 

or in connection with, the Licensed Articles that are 

not elements of the Licensed Property even if they are 

included in the Style Guide or supplied assets.

Editorial

GENERAL

     Boo-tiful 

     Will work for cheeseballs.

     Loud and lovin’ it.

     Crazy and lovin’ it. 

     Honey Boo Boo taught me how to work it!

     Team Glitzy 

     Here Comes Honey Boo Boo 

     Ultimate Grand Supreme 

     Tarp + Baby Oil + Hose = Redneck Slip ‘n’ Slide

     Redneck Games Champion!

     A Boo-tiful Life.

     Sketti Recipe

     Prepare 1 pound spaghetti. Set aside.

     Combine:

     1 part ketchup

     1 part butter

     Zap in microwave, stir and pour over noodles.

ALANA

     You Betta Redneckognize 

     A Dolla Makes Me Holla

     My size is cute

     Sassified! 

     If I don’t talk with my mouth full,  

     when am I gonna talk? 

     I made it. That’s why it’s the bomb!

     I like sparkly things

     Elvis helps Santa Claus make toys 

     Mo’ Butter Mo’ Better!

     A dollar makes me holla Honey Boo Boo 

     You can’t tell that pig what to do  

     I’m honey boo boo child 

     I want to win moneyyyy 

     I’m going to rock dat stage 

     I’m a supa star because I do pageants 

JUNE

     Beautimous

     Shoot, I look beautimous 

     It is what it is 

     Smexy 

     Sugar Bear is my Baby Daddy OR Sugar   

     Bear my Baby Daddy

     My vijiggle jaggle is beautimous! 

     Work it Schmoochie! 

     I’m not wop-sided I’m just curviness

     Hold on I’m scratchin my bugs

     No one can be proper and etiquettely  

     all the time

     There ain’t no helpin’ crazy!

     Bingo is a sport. 

LAUREN (Pumpkin)

     Marannaise is not a meat  

SUGAR BEAR

     Pleasingly plump
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Photography for the Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ 

consumer products program focuses on the energetic 

and unique personalities of Alana (Honey Boo Boo)  

and her family. 

Because Honey Boo Boo is a pop culture sensation, 

widely recognized in her adorable pink pageant outfit 

and tiara from her days as a star on Toddlers and Tiaras, 

we have included several images of her in this outfit 

for use on Here Comes Honey Boo Boo merchandise. 

However, please use these pageant outfit images 

sparingly in your product designs, as it is not the focus 

of Here Comes Honey Boo Boo and should not become 

the majority of the product line.

Please contact your Discovery Licensing representative 

for any additional photography needs you may have.

Photography

HBB_PHOTO_01

HBB_PHOTO_06

HBB_PHOTO_12 HBB_PHOTO_13 HBB_PHOTO_14 HBB_PHOTO_15

HBB_PHOTO_07 HBB_PHOTO_08 HBB_PHOTO_09 HBB_PHOTO_10 HBB_PHOTO_11

HBB_PHOTO_02 HBB_PHOTO_03 HBB_PHOTO_04 HBB_PHOTO_05
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Graphics

Key art graphics were designed for use on a variety 

of products and may be used alone or combined with 

patterns or other assets from this guide.

Icons

Icons, comprised of shooting stars and hearts, can be 

used together or individually to add playfulness to your 

product. Elements may also be extracted from patterns 

and used as additional icons if needed.

Borders

A series of borders has been created for use in a variety 

of ways, including along product edges, as framing 

devices, or other design applications.

Patterns

Signature patterns featuring hearts, stars,  

silhouettes of Alana and typography may be used for 

product designs.

Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_01

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_03 HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_04

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_02
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Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_05 HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_07

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_09

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_06

HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_08 HBB_SASSIFIED_GRAPHIC_10
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Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_01

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_13 HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_14

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_04

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_05

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_09

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_06

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_10

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_07

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_11

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_08

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_12

HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_02 HBB_SASSIFIED_ICON_03
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Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_01

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_02

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_03

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_04

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_05

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_06

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_07

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_08

HBB_SASSIFIED_BORDER_09
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HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_05

Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_01

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_09

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_02

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_06

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_10

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_03

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_07

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_11

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_04

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_08

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_12
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Sassified

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_13

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_17

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_21

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_14

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_18

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_22

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_15

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_19

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_23

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_16

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_20

HBB_SASSIFIED_PATTERN_24
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Graphics, Patterns, and Borders

Wild Child style design elements feature hand drawn 

hearts, stars, and diamonds that add charm and whimsy 

to Here Comes Honey Boo Boo™ product designs.

 

Wild Child

HBB_WILDCHILD_GRAPHIC_01

HBB_WILDCHILD_GRAPHIC_03

HBB_WILDCHILD_GRAPHIC_02

HBB_WILDCHILD_GRAPHIC_04
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Wild Child

HBB_WILDCHILD_PATTERN_01

HBB_WILDCHILD_BORDER_01

HBB_WILDCHILD_BORDER_02

HBB_WILDCHILD_BORDER_03

HBB_WILDCHILD_BORDER_04

HBB_WILDCHILD_BORDER_05

HBB_WILDCHILD_PATTERN_02 HBB_WILDCHILD_PATTERN_03
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Graphics, Patterns, Borders, and Icons

Princess style design elements feature swirls and bling 

that add sparkle and attitude to Here Comes Honey Boo 

Boo™ product designs.

Princess

HBB_PRINCESS_GRAPHIC_01

HBB_PRINCESS_GRAPHIC_02 HBB_PRINCESS_GRAPHIC_03
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Princess

HBB_PRINCESS_PATTERN_01

HBB_PRINCESS_BORDER_01

HBB_PRINCESS_BORDER_02

HBB_PRINCESS_BORDER_03

HBB_PRINCESS_ICON_01 HBB_PRINCESS_ICON_02 HBB_PRINCESS_ICON_03

HBB_PRINCESS_PATTERN_02 HBB_PRINCESS_PATTERN_03
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Product Inspiration
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Product Inspiration


